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Detector Based Radio Tomographic Imaging
Hüseyin Yiğitler, Riku Jäntti, Ossi Kaltiokallio, and Neal Patwari

Abstract—Received signal strength based radio tomographic
imaging is a popular device-free indoor localization method which
reconstructs the spatial loss field of the environment using mea-
surements from a dense wireless network. Existing methods solve
an associated inverse problem using algebraic or compressed
sensing reconstruction algorithms. We propose an alternative
imaging method that reconstructs spatial field of occupancy
using a back-projection based reconstruction algorithm. The
introduced system has the following advantages over the other
imaging based methods: i.) significantly lower computational
complexity such that no floating point multiplication is required;
ii.) each link’s measured data is compressed to a single bit,
providing improved scalability; iii.) physically significant and
repeatable parameters. The proposed method is validated using
measurement data. Results show that the proposed method
achieves the above advantages without loss of accuracy compared
to the other available methods.

Index Terms—Device-free localization, radio tomographic
imaging, radio wave reflection, signal detection, received signal
strength measurements, back-projection reconstruction

I. INTRODUCTION

Received signal strength (RSS) measurements of low-cost
and low-power radios in dense wireless sensor networks
have recently been exploited for gaining situational awareness
of the surrounding environment. These deployments can be
used for unobtrusive monitoring purposes such as device-
free localization (DFL) [1] and respiration rate monitoring
[2]. The technology enables new applications in for example
ambient assisted living [3], residential monitoring [4], security
and emergency surveillance [5] since it does not require the
object to cooperate with the system by carrying a tag. It also
is an alternative to traditional technologies used for roadside
surveillance [6] and forest monitoring [7].

RSS-based DFL is built upon the fact that people1 alter the
propagation channel when they are close to the link-line of a
TX-RX pair2, resulting in different RSS readings at the RX [1].
For such a localization system, there are four main components
as shown in Fig. 1a: models, detector, classifier and location
inference. The complete system is built around the location
inference method, which usually dictates the operation of the
other components. The measurement pre-processing includes
any signal conditioning and transformations required to form
observations for the localization method. The models relate
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1In this paper, we use person and interacting object interchangeably. By
these, we refer to any object altering the propagation characteristics of radio
frequency electromagnetic waves.

2We refer to the imaginary line connecting transmitter and receiver by link-
line.
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Fig. 1. In (a), typical DFL system. In (b), introduced RTI based DFL system.

the observations to person’s location, and they are altered by
the classifier to improve the performance. A binary detector,
whose operation also depends on the models, may be used
to turn on and off the localization method. Therefore, a DFL
task can be accomplished by a complex system, which requires
development of different components.

In this work, our aim is to demonstrate that a lower-
complexity localization system shown in Fig. 1b can be used to
realize a DFL system. The observations are compared against
link-wise threshold values, which are determined using the
model. The threshold values also define effective regions of
each link, where they can identify presence of an interacting
object. The classifier blacklists the links that cannot contribute
to the localization effort. Binary output of the detector-bank is
used by a back-projection based reconstruction algorithm that
sums effective regions of the links indicating the presence of
an interacting object.

The system shown in Fig. 1b makes the following contri-
butions compared to the traditional DFL system in Fig. 1a.
• The binary detectors require one to compare the current

observation with a threshold value, and the reconstruction
algorithm just sums the effective link regions. Thus,
the computational complexity of the method is very
low so that the complete localization method can be
implemented in constrained microprocessors of wireless
sensor nodes.

• The binary detectors can be implemented on the re-
ceivers of each link since they do not require network-
wise collaboration. Furthermore, the information needs
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to be transmitted is compressed to a single bit for each
neighboring node. For the traditional system, the RSS
measurements cannot be compressed, and a complete
RSS value must be transmitted for each link limiting the
scalability possibilities without complex network man-
agement. Hence, the proposed system enables highly
scalable network deployments.

• We model the RSS variation using single-bounce reflec-
tions, which relates the threshold values to detection areas
of each link. It has two parameters: path loss exponent
and reflection coefficient. These two parameters have
physical basis, and one can deduce their approximate
values by making educated guesses. We show in the
experimental evaluation section that these parameters are
consistent among four different experiments in different
environments, and yield stable detection thresholds.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the related literature is reviewed. The background
material is given in Section III, and in Section IV the method-
ology is introduced. The empirical evaluation of the system is
given in Section V. The conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The reader is referred to the work by Patwari and Wilson [1]
for a comprehensive overview of the traditional localization
system shown in Fig. 1a until 2010. Since our aim is to
demonstrate the effectiveness of system in Fig. 1b, we give
a short literature review for each component. It is to be noted
that not all works implicitly state the system components
shown in Fig. 1a. If a work does not utilize a classifier, the
model is constant for the system under investigation. Similarly,
if the system does not contain a detector, it implies either the
method itself does not require explicit detection of person (e.g.
radio tomographic imaging) or the person is always assumed to
be in the region of interest. In this work, we do not consider
the scenarios with more than one person is in the area of
interest, and do not cover most of the important references on
that subject. The reader is referred to the work by Wang et al.
[8] and references therein.

The person’s location can be inferred using a radio-map
[9], [10], radio tomographic imaging (RTI) [11], or sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [12]. In a radio-map approach,
a database is formed by collecting RSS values while person
is standing at a location, for each location of the area, and in
run-time the acquired RSS values are compared with the ones
in that database. This approach requires significant effort in
the preparation phase, and thus it is not considered within
the scope of this paper. The SMC methods allow one to
postulate the localization problem as a statistical inverse prob-
lem. They do not require discretization of the area of interest
into pixels, and enable inclusion of movement dynamics into
the formulation [12], [13], [14]. Performance of the SMC
method is mainly dictated by the number of samples drawn
from posterior distribution in the Monte Carlo evaluations and
the system modeling accuracy, including models of person’s
electrical properties, person’s geometry and link-line geometry.
In RTI, the RSS changes are used for estimating a map of

the environment compared to static conditions [11]. RTI can
operate even if the number of people in the environment is not
known, or it is not possible or desirable to assume a detailed
model for person’s electrical properties and person’s geometry.
In RTI methods appeared so far, the map is reconstructed
using an algebraic method [15, ch. 7], which is a solution of
an ill-posed linear inversion problem, demanding significant
computational resources in creating a system model, and a
matrix-vector product in run-time. In this regard, RTI has
significantly lower computational requirements compared to
SMC; yet, they can not be implemented on constrained micro-
controllers, which do not usually possess a dedicated hardware
for floating point arithmetic. Our focus in this paper is on
developing a back-projection algorithm based RTI method,
which enables such an implementation.

In the RTI literature, the RSS measurements are processed
to obtain a linear observation model. The first model appeared
assumes a large RSS decrease when the person is on the
link-line [16]. Later, Wilson and Patwari have shown that the
variation of RSS variance is linear with movements of a person
[13], and they have pointed out that reflection and scattering
are two mechanisms which can describe this variation [17]. For
SMC based systems, on the other hand, more accurate models
are needed. The empirical exponential model accounts for the
decay in logarithmic RSS measurements when the person is
within the first Fresnel zone [12]. The Exponential Rayleigh
model includes first constructive peak of the RSS variation
[18], which is a slight generalization of the exponential model.
The knife-edge diffraction based models [19], [20] require one
to include (cylindrical) human model into consideration and
assume that the human body is an absorber (with null reflection
coefficient) in the first Fresnel zone. The work by Savazzi et
al. [20] assumes the person’s centroid is on the link-line, and
this restriction is relaxed in the work by Rampa et al. [19] to
interior of the first Fresnel zone. The models alluded thus far
are valid in a close neighborhood of the link-line, and they do
not allow one to calculate expected RSS when the person is
outside of the considered region. The detector-bank in Fig. 1b,
however, requires a model which can relate the effective
link regions to RSS values regardless of being in the first
Fresnel zone. Although reflection based RSS model fulfills
this requirement, it is valid if reflection is the dominating
propagation mechanism. In this work, similar to the results of
the work by Ghaddar et al. [21], we demonstrate that reflection
is the dominating mechanism, and use a reflection based model
to build the system in Fig. 1b.

Different DFL system components require calibration data
in order to determine the operating parameters for an environ-
ment. This data can be acquired once and kept constant, or
they can be modified in run-time of the system. For example,
fade levels of the network links can be calculated using offline
calibration data, whereas online methods, such as the ones
studied in [4] and [22], may alter them. In either case, they
must be acquired when the system is in a specific state (e.g.
when the monitored region is vacant). The proposed method
requires constant calibration data to estimate the LoS signal
power, and to blacklist the links in deep-fading state.

The DFL system can be incorporated with a classifier to
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Fig. 2. In (a), a typical Radio Tomographic Imaging grid and deployment
scene. In (b), pixel level definitions.

improve their localization performance. Wilson and Patwari
developed a classifier based on fade levels of the network
links for SMC based localization [14]. The fade level based
classifier later enhanced by Kaltiokallio et al. [23] to improve
the performance of RTI. The system shown in Fig. 1b uses a
classifier in order to identify and ignore the links that are in
so-called deep-fade state; i.e. to blacklist the links that cannot
be used by the reconstruction algorithm.

Detecting presence of a person in the link’s effective area
is one of the outputs of DFL systems that can be utilized for
occupancy assessment [24]. The systems proposed by Kosba
et al. [25] and Mrazovac et al. [26] use a sequence of RSS
measurements to make a decision. A recent work by Hillyard
et al. detects line crossings using different classification tech-
niques [27]. In a work by Kaltiokallio and Bocca [28] link-line
crossings are detected based on thresholds calculated in run-
time, and occupancy is assigned to the pixels within an elliptic
region. Similarly, Zheng and Men [29] have studied Gaussian
mixture model based foreground detection. Different than the
mentioned works, the proposed system is built around the link-
level detectors based on the single-bounce reflection model,
which relates effective regions of the links to the observation
values.

Energy efficient RSS based DFL system can be enabled
by distributed processing [28]. Wu et al. [30] has proposed a
distributed RSS processing method, which allows representing
a measurement with a single bit. It is argued that, in addition
to distributed RSS processing, measurement compression is
very important for energy efficient DFL system development.
In this work, the distributed processing possibility is enabled
by simplicity of the detectors, which do not require network-
wise information but only observation associated with corre-
sponding link. The output of each detector is a compressed
representation of the link’s measurement assigned by just
comparing an observation to the threshold. Therefore, the
proposed method enables low-complexity distributed RSS
processing and measurement compression without introducing
computation intensive operations.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section, necessary background material is given.
We first define the general terms used throughout the paper,

d/2

TX RX

d/2

y

x
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Fig. 3. The propagation scenario for single-bounce reflection

and state the relevant assumptions. Then, we introduce the
measurement model.

A. General Definitions

We suppose that a low-power dense wireless network of
M nodes is deployed in a region of space as shown in
Fig. 2. The nodes are programmed to communicate over C
communication channels, and the network is composed of L
links. We represent a link with a 3-tuple (i, j, c) where i
the source identifier, j is the destination identifier and c is
the channel identifier, but do not discriminate between links
formed by the same nodes at different channels. The node
identifiers are used to assign an unique identifier to each link
in the network.

The region is discretized with a grid of N pixels with equal
lengths of δ m in both dimensions as shown in Fig. 2. Let us
denote the position of ith node by pi in an inertial reference
frame in two dimensional Euclidean space. The center position
of nth pixel is denoted by p(n). The distance between nth and
mth pixels is defined as d(n,m) , ‖p(n)−p(m)‖, where ‖·‖
denotes Euclidean norm. Length of the line segment joining ith

and jth nodes is denoted by dij . The distances between center
of nth pixel to the ith and jth nodes are denoted by dn,i and
dn,j in respective order as visualized in Fig. 2b. The excess
path length traversed by a ray if it would be reflected from the
center of nth pixel is given by ∆n,ij , dn,i + dn,j − dij . The
notation is simplified when only one transmit-receiver pair is
considered. In particular, subscript ij is dropped from dij ≡
d = ‖pr − pt‖, where pt denotes position of transmitter and
pr denotes position of the receiver.

For the studied reflection model, ellipses play an important
role. Suppose that an ellipse has its foci at pr and pt, which
are separated by d. In this case, any point p on the ellipse can
be parametrized using a single parameter ∆,

∆ , ‖p− pr‖+ ‖p− pt‖ − d. (1)

In terms of ∆ and d, the area of an ellipse is given by

A(d,∆) ,
π

4
(d+ ∆)

√
2d∆ + ∆2. (2)

B. RSS Measurement Model

Consider the radio wave propagation scenario depicted in
Fig. 3, where the propagation environment is completely
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empty except the interacting object and the TX-RX pair. Sup-
pose that the communication system satisfies the following:
i.) The wavelength is much smaller than average geometrical
extent of the interacting object. ii.) The antennas have ideal
frequency response and gain patterns, and they are vertically
polarized.

Under these assumptions, some of the electromagnetic
energy emitted by the TX is reflected from the surface of
the dielectric interacting object and, there are two multipath
components impinging on the receiver antenna: the LoS signal
and the single-bounce reflected signal. The received complex
baseband signal in such a scenario can be written as [31,
ch. 13]

r(t) =

2∑
i=1

αi(t)e
−j2πfcτis(t− τi) + n̂(t),

where fc is the center frequency, αi(t) and τi are amplitude
and time delay of ith multipath component in respective
order, n̂(t) is complex zero-mean noise with two-sided power
spectral density N0/2, and s(t) is the transmitted, which has
symbol duration Ts. If the LoS signal arrives to the receiver
antenna first, τ1 is zero and for the systems with no inter
symbol interference we have 0 < τ2 � Ts. If we further
suppose that the propagation medium is constant for the time
period of interest, the amplitudes of individual components are
constant, and the received signal is given by

r(t) = α1s(t) + α2e
−jφs(t− τ2) + n̂(t), (3)

where φ = 2πfcτ2 = 2π∆fc/c0 and c0 is the free-space elec-
tromagnetic propagation speed. For a quadrature modulation
scheme with the same in-phase and quadrature shaping pulses
and when n̂(t) is mean ergodic, the received signal power
calculated for a large time window T � Ts and converted to
logarithmic scale is given by

Pr = Ps+10 log10(α2
1) + 10 log10

(
1 + α2

2/α
2
1

)
+

10 log10

(
1 +

2α1α2

α2
1 + α2

2

cos(2π∆/λ)

)
+ n,

(4)

where λ , fc/c0 is the wavelength of the emitted electromag-
netic waves, Ps is the transmitted signal power and n denotes
power measurement noise in logarithmic scale.

The ratio between electric field intensities of incident and
reflected waves is given by the Fresnel reflection coefficient
[32, ch. 4]. The coefficient depends on polarization of the
incident wave with respect to the plane of incidence, incidence
angle θ, electrical properties of the reflection surface, and the
wavelength. It is a real number when the object is dielectric
or a complex number if the object has non-zero conductivity.
The absolute value of the reflection coefficient is defined by
electrical properties of the dielectric boundary. Considering
humans, clothing is the dielectric boundary, and (dry) human
skin is the second reflection layer. Therefore, an accurate
model for reflection can be developed by taking into account
antenna polarization and gain pattern, electrical properties of
multiples of dielectric boundaries, human body geometry and
position with respect to link-line.

The relative permittivity of common textile materials are
εr = 1.5 − 2 in 2.4 – 2.5 GHz [33], and for human skin
εr = 38 in the same frequency band [34]. Such values
of εr implies high reflected RF power for all incidence
angles. Furthermore, when the TX antenna is standing in
the direction perpendicular to plane of incidence (z axis in
Fig. 3), the electric field intensity of the emitted wave is
oriented along the same axis so that the reflected waves only
have perpendicular polarization, which yields negative Fresnel
reflection coefficient for all incidence angles. In what follows,
we assume that the ratio between reflected signal amplitude
and incident signal amplitude Γ is a non-negative real scalar
satisfying 0.1 ≤ Γ < 0.75 and suppose that sign of the Fresnel
reflection coefficient contributes π radians to phase of the
reflected signal. We further do not consider the position and
orientation dependence of Fresnel reflection coefficient. These
assumptions imply that Γ is zero order approximation of the
(perpendicular) Fresnel reflection coefficient, and throughout
remainder of the paper, we refer to it as reflection coefficient.

The amplitude of both multipath components in Eq. (4)
have the same decay rate with distance if both experience
the same realization of fading, which can be modeled as a
cite-dependent path-loss exponent η. In this case, the ampli-
tudes of the components decrease with (−η/2)th exponent of
the traversed path-length. Combining this with the reflection
coefficient Γ defined in the previous paragraph yields

α1 ≈ d−η/2, α2 ≈ −Γ (d+ ∆)
−η/2

,

where ∆ is the excess path length traversed by the reflected
signal. Therefore, the received signal power in Eq. (4) can be
written as

Pr = P0 + ζ(∆,Γ, d, η, fc) + n,

where P0 is the LoS signal power and the effect of the reflected
multipath on the RSS measurement is defined as

ζ(∆,Γ, d,η, fc) , 10 log10

(
1 +

Γ2

(1 + ∆/d)η

)
+

10 log10

(
1− 2Γ

(1 + ∆/d)
η
2

Γ2 + (1 + ∆/d)η
cos(φ)

)
.

(5)

In sequel, we do not explicitly state Γ, d, η and fc dependence
of ζ(·, ·, ·) function, and write it as ζ(∆) ≡ ζ(∆,Γ, d, η, fc).

The derivations for the ideal scenario can be extended to
cover more general conditions by including additional losses
encountered in practical deployments. In logarithmic scale,
these effects can be represented by a frequency dependent
parameter P0(fc) and additional stochastic parameters can be
added to measurement noise. Hence, the RSS measurement in
logarithmic-scale can be written as

Pr(∆, fc) = P0(fc) + ζ(∆) + ν̂(fc),

where ν̂(fc) is the measurement noise. Since P0(fc) +
E{ν̂(fc)} is the most probable received signal power mea-
surement (when ν̂(fc) has a unimodal density), it can be
estimated before the person enters to the monitored area, and
then subtracted from all the measurements. Consequently, an
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Fig. 4. In (a), the effect of single-bounce reflection on the RSS defined in Eq. (5) and its envelopes in Eq. (7) for Γ = 0.5, η = 2.0, d = 1.0 m at
2.4425 GHz. In (b), the variations of envelope functions for different d values. In (c), variation of |ζ(∆)| with position for Γ = 0.5, η = 2.0 at 2.4425 GHz
and nodes at [−0.5, 0]T and [0.5, 0]T (shown as red circles).

observation model for Pr(∆, fc)−P0(fc)−E{ν̂(fc)} is given
by

z , ζ(∆) + ν(fc). (6)

IV. METHOD

In this section, components of the system shown in Fig. 1b
are introduced. We elaborate the implications of the measure-
ment model derived in the previous section. The link-level
detectors and the link black-listing classifier are introduced
after the model. Next, the back-projection based reconstruction
algorithm is presented, which uses the output of these two
subsystems. The location estimator is given before we discuss
the practicalities associated with the methods introduced in
this section.

A. Single-bounce Reflection

The effect of reflection function ζ(∆) in Eq. (5) has
different upper (ζu(∆)) and lower (ζl(∆)) envelopes,

ζu(∆) = 20 log10

(
1 +

Γ

(1 + ∆/d)
η
2

)
(7a)

ζl(∆) = 20 log10

(
1− Γ

(1 + ∆/d)
η
2

)
(7b)

which are ζ(∆) = ζu(∆) when cos(φ) = −1 and ζ(∆) =
ζl(∆) when cos(φ) = 1. If ∆ � d, the first two term
of Maclauren series expansion of the logarithmic envelope
functions in Eq. (7) can be written as

ζu(∆) ≈ 20

ln(10)

(
ln(1 + Γ)− η

2

Γ

Γ + 1

∆

d

)
,

ζl(∆) ≈ 20

ln(10)

(
ln(1− Γ) +

η

2

Γ

Γ + 1

∆

d

)
,

which show that the rate of change of envelope functions with
η are very small. Thus, for fixed TX and RX locations, Γ is
the primary parameter which defines the maximum variation
of the RSS due to reflections and one should investigate the
variation of ζ(∆) with ∆.

1) Numerical Evaluation: In Fig. 4a, the variation of
ζ(∆) with ∆ for Γ = 0.25, η = 2.0 and d = 1.0 m
at fc = 2.4425 GHz is plotted along with its upper and
lower envelopes. For the same parameters, the variation of
envelope functions with ∆ and different d values are plotted
in Fig. 4b. The figure visualizes almost linear variation of
envelope functions with ∆ for large d values. The absolute
value of effect of reflection on RSS measurement |ζ(∆)| has
larger regions above certain threshold when ∆ is small as
shown in Fig. 4c. Therefore, when ∆ � d, the envelopes of
ζ(∆) are almost linear so that for given parameters (Γ, d, η)
the envelope values can be used to assess expected extreme
values of the observations for a given excess path length ∆.

2) Experimental Validation: In order to validate the reflec-
tion model, a robot equipped with a cylindrical container filled
with special liquid imitating electromagnetic properties of the
human body, explained in Sec.V-A, is used. Only a single
transmitter-receiver pair is deployed with the same hardware
components used in Experiment I in Sec.V-A except both
transmitter and receiver are equipped with directional antennas
with 75◦ horizontal beam width.

In the experiment, the transmitter and receiver are placed
4.282 m apart from each other, and the antennas are rotated in
order to allow reception of reflected signal from the robot at all
positions in the region of interest. The transmitter emits frames
every 1.92 ms at all 16 channels of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC/PHY
specification at 2.4 GHZ band in Round-Robin fashion. Each
transmitted frame contains a unique frame identifier so that
the receiver can identify lost frames and the robot pose logs
can be synchronized to transmissions. The robot is navigated
remotely on a linear trajectory by commanding it over a 5 GHz
wireless link. The deployment scene and trajectory of the robot
are shown in Fig. 5a.

The RSS values acquired by the RX node are subtracted
from estimated LoS signal power, and then filtered with a
maximally flat finite-impulse-response filter with 3 dB cut-
off frequency of 8 Hz. The reflection point on the container
is calculated solving the non-linear kinematic equations in
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Fig. 5. In (a), the placement of the nodes (shown as black dots) and robot movement trajectory (the red line) towards increasing Y coordinate. In (b), a
comparison between acquired RSS time samples in different channels with the model calculated values averaged over all channels for Γ = 0.5, η = 2.0 and
using robot pose estimates. In (c), corresponding result when the robot position (using known container geometry) is converted to excess path length ∆ and
averaged over all channels.

two dimensions using the inertial measurements and pose
estimates of the robot. Then, the reflection points are used
for calculating the excess path length. The above mentioned
filter is also used on the model output for the calculated
excess path length values. This filter improves visual quality
of the results by decreasing effect of the quantization while
preserving spectral properties of measurements since the robot
speed is low (< 0.3 m/s).

Time series of the processed RSS at all channels are shown
in Fig. 5b. The model output ζ(∆) for excess path length ∆
values of the container are calculated for each channel and then
averaged over all the channels is shown on the same figure.
The averaging is used for simplifying the plot since different
channels have significantly different phase when excess path
length is large. The same result is also shown in Fig. 5c as a
function of excess path length ∆ and when the processed RSS
values are also averaged over all the channels. These results
are coherent with findings of Ghaddar et al. [21], and one can
conclude that single bounce reflection model closely resembles
the RSS variations.

B. Link-level Detector

For the observation model given in Eq. (6), presence of the
reflected signal (H1) can be tested against absence of it (H0):

H0 : z = ν, H1 : z = ζ(∆) + ν,

in order to identify presence of an interacting object. Such a
detector is referred as binary hypothesis test [35, ch. 2], and
it makes a decision based on a threshold associated with the
decision-criteria. Its performance for a given threshold can be
evaluated using the statistical model of z, which is dictated
by the noise term ν(fc) in Eq. (6). If we suppose that noise
n in Eq. (4) is the dominating factor, we can approximate
ν ≈ n − µn,h (µn,h is the mean of n when hypothesis
Hh is true). When the power is calculated in digital domain
using K samples of the received signal, the relevant statistical

properties of n for additive white Gaussian noise process n̂(t)
are derived in Appendix A.

The number of samples used in power calculations K is
very large for direct sequence spread spectrum systems such
as IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant radios. For example,
these radios spread their information symbols over 32 chips,
and power calculations are performed over 8 symbol periods
[36], which means K ≥ 512 (multiplied by 2 due to Nyquist
sampling criteria). Such large values of K implies that n ap-
proaches to its asymptotic distribution derived in Appendix A.
As K → ∞, n approaches to the constant value in Eq. (24),
but the observed variations are due to narrow dynamic range
quantization of the power measurements. Therefore, if one
restricts the effective regions of links by stating maximum
excess path length as ∆t that yields absolute envelope values
in Eq. (7) much larger than the quantization levels, she can
select the detection thresholds using the envelope values. In
this case Z = |ζl(∆t)|, which is the maximum of |ζu(∆t)|
and |ζl(∆t)|, can be used as a threshold value. Consequently,
in this work, we define detection threshold for a link and make
the decisions by comparing the observations with it, i.e.

|z|
H1

≷
H0

Z, Z = |ζl(∆t)|. (8)

C. Link Classifier
Wireless links may exhibit non-ideal behavior depending

on different factors such as radiation patterns of the antennas,
frequency response of the analog amplifiers and filters. These
factors significantly lower the received signal power compared
to losses predicated by log-distance path loss propagation
model (see e.g. [32, ch. 4]). In the literature, the amount of de-
viation of RSS measurements from the model predicted value
is defined as fade-level of a link [14], [23] and significantly
low fade-levels are referred as deep-fading [14].

The log-distance propagation model is defined as

Pr = Ps − P1 − 10η log10 (d/d1) + n, (9)
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where P1 is the average signal power measurement at a
reference distance d1. By comparing the received signal power
in Eq. (4) when the interacting object is not in the environment
(ζ(∆) = 0) with the log-distance model in Eq. (9), one can
deduce that

P0 = Ps − P1 − 10η log10 (d/d1) . (10)

The average power measurement at the reference distance d1

and the transmission power are constant, and η is the path-
loss exponent of the received signal power averaged over all
link-line directions so that it is fixed for a site. Therefore, a
link may be in deep-fade only if there is an uncertainty in any
of the parameters.

The RSS measurements of deeply-faded links can not be
used by the detector to identify presence of the interacting
object since distance traversed by the reference signal (signal
with zero phase in Eq, (3)) and associated access path lengths
are not deterministic quantities. This problem can be avoided
by black-listing the deeply faded links. For this purpose, the
link level classifier compares the RSS measurement when the
interacting object is not in the environment (i.e. Pr = P0 +
ν(fc)) with the log-distance model predicted value and outputs
a decision. Thus, a link is black-listed as follows

ι =

{
0 Pr − (Ps − P1 − 10η log10 (d/d1)) ≤ Pd
1 otherwise

(11)

where Pd is a negative threshold value which must be specified
according to minimum dip of the RSS.

D. Back-projection Image Reconstruction Algorithm

The tomographic imaging of non-diffracting sources using
back-projection reconstruction is a weighted sum of the mea-
surements assigned to the lines traversed by the rays [15,
ch. 2]. Similar to the binary detector’s output, these systems
may use binary valued measurements (possibly indicating sum
of attenuation values above a threshold), which can indicate
presence of, e.g., bones on line traversed by a ray. Any similar
reconstruction algorithm, therefore, requires two parameters:
i.) the effective region for a measurement (e.g. the line of the
ray), and ii.) the weight associated with each pixel.

The localization algorithm studied in this work is analogous
to back-projection reconstruction, where considered effective
regions for the measurements are ellipses instead of lines.
Since ellipses are two dimensional, the effective regions must
be restrained by defining a maximum excess path length value
∆t. For this case, an indicator matrix, which has non-zero
entries for pixels effecting the link RSS measurements, can
be defined as

1n,ij =

{
1 ∆n,ij ≤ ∆t

0 otherwise
(12)

where subscript n,ij indicates a value at nth pixel for a link
between ith transmitter and jth receiver. The excess path
length ∆ parametrization of the ellipses allows us to use the
same threshold value for different links while having different
observation thresholds in Eq. (8).

The binary output of the detectors indicate whether there
is a reflection point on the interacting object’s exterior which
yields observations greater than Z as discussed in Sec. IV-B.
In other words, if a link indicates presence, the object can be at
any point (pixel) with equal probability in the link’s effective
region, yielding a weight model 1/A(dij ,∆t), where A(·, ·)
is defined in Eq. (2). Different links, on the other hand, may
measure occupancy at the same positions making some pixels
indicate occupancy multiple times. Each pixel may have equal
contribution to indicate presence of an interacting object using
the following scale,

Sn,ij =

{
1

A(dij ,∆t)
1∑

ij{1/A(dij ,∆t)} ∆n,ij ≤ ∆t

0 otherwise
(13)

These scale values sum to one when all the links containing
the nth pixel in their effective regions indicate presence of
the object. We refer to sum of these scales as occupancy of
a pixel. The reconstruction algorithm makes use of a weight
matrix W ∈ RN×L defined as

W = 1�S, (14)

where � is element-wise (Hadamard) matrix multiplication.
Although we have W = S since Sn,ij = 0 when 1n,ij = 0,
we later show in Sec. V-D that in fact S can be calculated
from binary values of 1.

Let ξ ∈ RL denote the binary output vector of the detectors
for each transmit receive pair (we later discuss the links at
different channels in Sec. IV-F). Similarly, let ι ∈ RL denote
the output of the classifier for each transmitter and receiver
pair with components defined in Eq. (11), and I , diag{ι},
where each component of ι is placed on the diagonal of I .
Then, a spatial occupancy field is given by

Π̂ = WIξ. (15)

Hence, location of the interacting object can be determined by
just summing weights of the links that are not in deep-fade
and detecting object’s presence. Suppose there are L′ ≤ L
such links at a time. Then, the algorithm requires L′ floating
point additions for each pixel, so that occupancy field of the
monitored area is formed by L′N additions.

E. Location Estimation
The spatial field of interacting object presence given in

Eq. (15) estimates the occupancy of each pixel. If one knows
that there is only one interacting object in the environment, it
must be surrounded by the pixels with the highest occupancy,
i.e., the regions around the mode of the field Π̂. Therefore,
the location estimation can be postulated as finding the regions
containing the modes of the spatial field Π̂.

Let P∗ denote the maximum component of Π̂. Then, the
mode is in the set of pixels indexes {i : Π̂i ≥ aP∗}, which is
the region composed of pixels with occupancy higher than aP∗
for 0 < a < 1, possibly covering exterior of the interacting
object. Thus, a good location estimate is at the weighted sum
of these pixels. For notational convenience let us define

Π̄n =

{
Π̂n Π̂n ≥ aP∗}
0 otherwise

(16)
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and Π̃ = Π̄/
(∑

n Π̄n

)
. Then, a position estimate is given by

p̂ ,
N∑
n=1

p(n)Π̃n. (17)

F. Discussion
The effect of single-bounce reflection on RSS measure-

ments, defined in Eq. (5), is a function of a single (reflection)
point p on the object’s boundary. Therefore, the single bounce
reflection model does not require a precise geometrical model
for the interacting object as long as the reflection coefficient
Γ is given, and the reflection point is parametrized using
the excess path length ∆ and transmitter pt and receiver pr
positions.

Consider the effect of reflection ζ(∆) given in Eq. (5),
and its spatial distribution depicted in Fig. 4c. In case the
transmitter and the receiver are both stationary, the observed
RSS variation is due to changes of excess path length ∆ which
can result from any movement of the interacting object. Let
us denote the speed of the interacting object by v , ‖v‖ 6= 0
where v(t) , d

dtp is the velocity of the object in the inertial
frame of reference. The time derivative of ∆ can be found by
applying the chain rule of differentiation on Eq. (1),

d

dt
∆(t) =

[
p− pr
‖p− pr‖

+
p− pt
‖p− pt‖

]T
v(t),

where superscript T denotes matrix transpose, and the deriva-
tive exists only when p 6= pr and p 6= pt. The bracketed
term is the sum of two unity norm vectors. The norm of
this vector approaches to 2 when transmitter and receiver are
close to each other compared to their distance to the point
p. As p gets closer to link-line, the time derivative of excess
path length ∆ becomes lower than the speed of the object so
that it takes longer duration to observe valleys and peaks in
RSS measurements. Conversely, in the region far-away from
link-line, small changes (on the order of a few cm) on the
axis perpendicular to link-line shifts the RSS reading from
detectable value down to noise floor as shown in Fig. 4c.
Therefore, ∆t must be selected close to a wavelength, e.g.
∆t ≈ 1.2c0/fc.

The classifier assumes that the log-distance model parame-
ters, path-loss exponent η and average power measurement
P1 at a reference distance d1 are known. The path-loss
exponent η is site specific and needs to be determined for
each deployment. Although one may measure P1 for each
link, it may be advantageous to be able to estimate these
values using the RSS measurements when the person is not
in the environment (using LoS signal power estimates P0 of
the links). If we suppose that the network nodes have similar
hardware characteristics, one may assume P1 of different
nodes is the same. In this case, only the frequency response of
the radio RF front-end must be considered, and P1(fc) ≡ P1

can be estimated along with η. Since the LoS signal power
estimates of the links are linear with P1(fc) (cf. Eq. (9)) and
dij are known for each transmitter and receiver, one can find
the least square estimate P1(fc) for all fc.

If the localization system acquires RSS measurements at
different channels, the link level detector must make a decision

for each of these. Similarly, the classifier must blacklist these
links individually. Since the threshold values of the detectors
do not depend on the communication frequency (cf. Eq. (7)),
the observations at different channels are compared with the
same value. In this work, we simply assign a transmitter-
receiver pair as not-detecting if majority of the channels do
not detect presence of an interacting object. Similarly, we
classify a transmitter-receiver pair as bad-link if majority of
the channels are assigned in deep-fading.

The distribution of p̂ in Eq. (17) is required for localization
performance analysis. For this purpose, first note that the
detector effectively is a binary quantizer, of which output
has the discretized distribution of input. In other words,
the detector output of any link between ith transmitter and
jth receiver ξij in Eq. (15) has the discretized distribution
of zij . If the received signal experiences large number of
reflections (scattering) from complex dielectric surfaces, the
observations zij are expected to have gamma distribution [37],
[38]. In addition, if the environment is cluttered such that the
multipath signals experience multiples of reflection, scattering
or diffraction, it is expected that the distribution of zij approx-
imates very closely to log-normal distribution [39] due to the
statistical basis of log-normal received signal strength variation
[40]. And second, note that the reconstruction method in
Eq. (15) requires to sum the scale values of the links indicating
presence of an interacting object, which is a sum of random
variables. If the number of links is large and distribution of
zij are identical (as it is expected when the environment is not
cluttered), central limit theorem can be invoked to conclude
that the distribution of both axis of p̂ in Eq. (17) are Gaussian.
On the other hand, when the environment is cluttered, both
axis of p̂ have lognormal distribution since sum of log-normal
random variables can be represented by a lognormal random
variable [41].

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, empirical evaluation results of the system
in Fig. 1b is given. The experiment campaigns used for
evaluations are described first, and then the evaluation criteria
is defined. We discuss the findings after giving the results.

A. Experiment Campaigns

In this work, we use four different experiments to validate
the system. The first experiment is performed using a mobile
robot, which is equipped with a container that imitates elec-
tromagnetic properties of the human body at 2.4 GHz. The
other experiments are conducted with human test subjects, but
in different environments as described in the following and
shown in Fig. 6.

1) Experiment I: A fully connected mesh network of 16
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC/PHY standard compliant nodes is de-
ployed in a region of 7×6 m2 as shown in Fig. 6a. The nodes
have the hardware and software platform described in [42],
and they are fixed on top of tripod stands approximately 85 cm
above the ground. The nodes have standard 2 dBi gain omni-
directional dipole antennas from Pulse Electronics. The opera-
tion of network is managed by the DFL management software
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Fig. 6. Experiments I–IV: The interacting object either moves on the trajectory (shown as read line) or stands on predefined points (shown as red ‘x’ markers)
while the nodes (shown as black dots) are communicating. In (i), the scene and the interacting object’s trajectory. In (ii), deployment image
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Fig. 7. Robot and human imitating container. All dimensions are in mm

running on a general purpose computer, which accesses the
network through the sink node. The communication schedule,
application software running on the nodes and the sink, and
management software are as described in [43]. During the
experiments, the network is configured to transmit frames
approximately every 5 ms over channels 11, 18 and 26 at
2.4 GHz ISM band of of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC/PHY standard
with 0 dBm transmission power.

In this experiment a mobile robot, which is Mobile Robots
Pioneer 3 DX, is used as the test subject. A cylindrical
container is placed on top of the robot as shown in Fig. 7.

The robot has total height of 1110 mm above the ground
and approximately mid-height of the container corresponds to
nodes’ antenna height. Essentially, the container is composed
of two cylindrical pipes. The outer pipe has 315 mm diameter,
10 mm thickness and is made of polyethylene. The inner pipe
has 250 mm diameter, 5 mm thickness and it is made of
PVC. The volume between the pipes is filled with body tissue
simulating liquid manufactured by Speag [44]. The liquid
has the same electromagnetic properties as human tissue at
2.4 GHz. The container dimensions are selected based on the
maximum payload weight of the robot.

The robot is equipped with inertial measurement unit, front
and back sonar proximity sensors, and laser range scanner
which are attached to an on-board computer. The computer
estimates the robot’s position using all of the aforementioned
sensors and the environment map. The on-board computer
has a dual-band wireless LAN adapter, which allows remote
control over 5 GHz link, and it is also attached to a sniffer
node to synchronize robot’s position logs to the network
operation. The reader is referred to our recent work [45] for
possibilities enabled by this system.

During the experiment, the robot is commanded to navigate
in a random fashion. It moves in a direction until it reaches to
an obstacle, and it rotates until it can move forward without
hitting to an obstacle. This way the robot traverses the region
numerous times while recording its position. The robot sniffs
the wireless communication in order to align the position
logs to the network operation. This allows highly reliable
RSS acquisition synchronized to very accurate robot position
estimates. The robot’s trajectory is shown in Fig. 6a(i).
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2) Experiments II–IV: In these experiments, fully con-
nected mesh network of different number of IEEE 802.15.4
MAC/PHY standard compliant nodes are deployed in different
environments. The nodes are Texas Instruments CC2531 USB
dongles with +4.5 dBm maximum transmission power [46],
and they are placed on top of podiums at 100 cm above the
ground. The sensors communicate in round-robin fashion on
multiple frequency channels. The software of different system
components are as described in [3].

During the experiments, the network is configured to
transmit frames every 2.9 ms over different channels at
2.4 GHz ISM band of IEEE 802.15.4 MAC/PHY standard
with +4.5 dBm transmission power. The person is asked to
either stand on a specific position or move with constant
speed on a predefined path. She follows placed markers
inside the monitored areas and adjusts her walking pace with
a metronome. In this way, each RSS measurement can be
approximately associated to location of the person. These
experiments are described in further detail in [23].

Experiment II: 30 nodes are deployed on the perimeter of
70 m2 area as shown in Fig. 6b. The sensors are programmed
to communicate over channels 11, 17, 22, and 26. During
the test, the person enters the monitored area after the initial
calibration period and walks along a predefined rectangular
path as shown in Fig. 6b(i), covering 14 laps before leaving.

Experiment III: 33 nodes are deployed in a single-floor,
single-bedroom apartment of 58 m2 as shown in Fig. 6c. The
sensor podiums are not used; most of the sensors are attached
on walls of the apartment and the remaining ones are placed
elsewhere, e.g., on the edge of a marble counter in the kitchen
or on the side of the refrigerator. The nodes are programmed
to communicate over channels 15, 20, 25, and 26. During the
test, a person is moving at constant speed along a path, shown
in Fig. 6c(i), several times. The path is chosen so as to cover
the apartment.

Experiment IV: In this experiment, the aim is to localize
the person in a through-wall scenario with 30 nodes that are
deployed outside of the walls surrounding a lounge room of
70 m2 as shown in Fig. 6d. The nodes are programmed to
communicate over channels 11, 15, 18, 21, and 26. During
the experiment, the person is standing still at one of eight
predefined positions as shown in Fig. 6d(i).

B. Evaluation Metric

Performance of the proposed method is evaluated with
distance errors of the position estimates. Let us denote the true
position of the interacting object at an arbitrary time instant by
p ∈ R2 and the position estimate with p̂. Then, the distance
error is defined as

ε , ‖p̂− p‖. (18)

The distribution of ε depends on the estimation error of each
axis, whose distributions are discussed in Section IV-F. In case
they are normally distributed and if both axis have identical
variances, then ε has Rayleigh or Rice distribution depending
on their means. If position error have different variance on
each axis, then ε has gamma distribution. If, on the other
hand, the errors have log-normal distribution, ε has log-normal

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION PARAMETERS

Symbol Appearance Value Explanation

δ Sec. III-A 6.25 Pixel size in cm.
Γ Eq. (7) 0.50 Reflection coefficient for robot.
Γ Eq. (7) 0.35 Reflection coefficient for human.

η Eq. (7) 2.0
Path-loss exponent for open
environments (Experiments I–III).

η Eq. (7) 3.0
Path-loss exponent for through-wall
scenario (Experiment IV).

Pd Eq. (11) −20 Fade level threshold.
∆t Eq. (12) 15.625 Maximum excess path length in cm.
a Eq. (16) 0.75 Probability threshold scale.

distribution since product and sum of log-normal variables
preserve the distribution. The robot has a regular and smooth
surface, and interior of its container is relatively homogeneous
so that ε has Rayleigh distribution for Experiment I. The
human body, on the other hand, has irregular geometry, which
causes different reflection coefficients for each orientation with
respect to the incidence plane. Furthermore, it is composed
of inhomogeneous dielectric boundaries and its geometry is
time varying due to breathing. Thus, for the experiments with
humans ε is expected to have gamma distribution in case the
environment is open (e.g. Experiment II) or log-normal distri-
bution if the environment is cluttered (e.g. Experiments III).

All three of the aforementioned distributions are skewed,
that is to say, the first two moments of the distance error are not
enough for quantitative performance evaluation. In this work,
we evaluate the performance using the numerical values of first
two moments and skewness (i.e. normalized third moment) of
the distance error ε defined in Eq. (18) along with its histogram
where possible.

C. Results

The method parameters are given in Table I.
In the Experiments I–III, the test subject moves to different

locations so that a rich set of RSS measurements are acquired.
In Experiment IV, on the contrary, the test subject stays still on
eight predefined positions. For this experiment, the acquired
data are only conclusive for assessing whether the method can
be applied in through-wall scenarios. Accordingly, in Table II,
the first three moments and distributions for Experiments I–
III are given, whereas for Experiment IV only the first three
moments are tabulated. The results suggests that the proposed
system can localize the person with high accuracy in terms of
test subject’s centroid position.

The fitted density functions and associated histograms of
distance error ε for Experiments I–III are plotted in Fig. 8.
As shown, the histograms closely follows the fitted distribu-
tions, and their quantitative goodness-of-fit evaluation using
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with significance level of 0.05,
given on the lower part of Table II, is in accordance with this
statement. The h-value signifies whether the null-hypothesis
of empirical data does not belong to the tested distribution
(0 indicates the data is drawn from the tested distribution).
p-value is the probability of observing a test statistic more
extreme than the observed value under the null-hypothesis so
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Fig. 8. Distance error histograms and fitted distributions for Experiments I–III. In (a), histogram and fitted Rayleigh density function for Experiment I. In
(b), histogram and fitted gamma density function for Experiment II. In (c), histogram and fitted log-normal density function for Experiment III.

TABLE II
DISTANCE ERROR STATISTICS

Exper. I Exper. II Exper. III Exper. IV

Mean (m) 0.3085 0.2368 0.3096 0.4146
Variance (m2) 0.0388 0.0291 0.0980 0.0874
Skewness 2.6967 2.1630 2.5707 3.1743

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodnes-of-Fit Test Results

Distribution Rayleigh Gamma Log-normal
h-value 0 0 0
p-value 0.3845 0.4697 0.3237

TABLE III
MEAN LOCALIZATION ERROR COMPARISON

Experiment Mean (m) Reported Method Ref.

Exper. I 0.3085 0.2909 Network-Shadowing RTI [45]

Exper. II 0.2368
0.1700 Fade-level RTI [23]
0.2500 Channel-diversity RTI

Exper. III 0.3096
0.2300 Fade-level RTI [23]
0.2400 Channel-diversity RTI

Exper. IV 0.4146
0.3000 Fade-level RTI [23]
0.7200 Channel-diversity RTI

that small values creates doubt about the h-value. Therefore,
distance error ε has the tested distributions since the null-
hypothesis is rejected for acceptable p-values.

It must be noted that the method aims at detecting inter-
acting object’s presence using the reflected signal from its
exterior, i.e., geometrical extend of the object is definitive for
amount of distance error. However, previous works report their
results as if the the test subject is a point, and their comparison
is based the mean error. For comparative purposes, the mean
distance errors for different RTI methods are given in Table III
and compared with ones given in Table II. The results in the
table indicate that the proposed method performs comparable
to the reported localization accuracy while providing clear

advantages as discussed below.

D. Discussion

The parameters in Table I indicates that the threshold values
used by the classifier (Pd), detector and reconstruction method
(∆t), and location estimator (a) are constant. The only parame-
ters that may require adjustment are the model parameters. The
reflection coefficient Γ may require one to modify its value
if dielectric boundary of the interacting object is significantly
different (e.g. polyethylene for robot, clothing for human). For
the human tracking purposes, its specified value (Γ = 0.35)
is not expected to change. The path-loss exponent η has
its free-space value for open and obstructed environments
(η = 2), whereas its value is increased for through-wall
scenario (η = 3). These values are in accordance with expected
values as the number of walls between transmitter and receiver
increases the path-loss exponent. Therefore, parameters of the
system can be adjusted easily by considering the deployment.

The method components can be distributed among the
different network entities. Once the parameters are decided, a
central node, which has deployment information, can calculate
associated observation thresholds and distribute these to the
network. The receivers can calculate LoS signal power for each
neighbor, and classify them according to their fading levels us-
ing the calibration data acquired for some duration. This way,
each receiver can store just the detector output by executing
two simple instructions on the measured RSS: subtract the LoS
signal power and compare it with the threshold. The central
node is required to collect just binary valued assignments
of each receiver, and calculate the spatial probability field
using Eq. (15), which essentially is to sum the scale values.
Therefore, the method is easy to implement and it can be
distributed without data distribution management.

For distributed implementations, the receivers are required
to store only a single bit for each of their neighbors. This
is a compressed representation of the information needed
for localization purpose, which enables different possibilities.
First, the nodes do not need to store complete measurements
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so that the memory requirement is reduced. Second, the infor-
mation needs to be transmitted to the central node is reduced,
which enables either faster measurement acquisition or im-
proved scalability by just changing the transmission schedule
but without complicated network management. Therefore, the
proposed method enables new possibilities for RTI based DFL.

The traditional RTI require one to perform a matrix-vector
product to form the image, which requires LN floating point
multiplications and LN floating point additions, when there
are L links and N pixels. Such operations require significant
computational time on microcontrollers, which do not have
a dedicated hardware for floating point arithmetic. For com-
parison, the proposed method require just L′N floating point
additions when there are L′ ≤ L links indicating interacting
object’s presence. Furthermore, in a typical DFL deployment,
when the interacting object is on a specific position, only a
subset of links can identify its presence so that most of the time
we have L′ � L. Therefore, the method can be implemented
on a microcontroller with limited computational capabilities.

The introduced system allows dividing the monitored area
into sub-regions. The sub-regions can be selected so that
the maximum number of pixels in effective regions of links
does not exceed a maximum value so that a performance
criteria can be satisfied. Another option is to divide the overall
region into e.g. rooms, corridors, or any other area of interest.
When there are a few number of people in the monitored
area, most of these regions will not contribute to the overall
localization effort since typically we have L′ � L. Suppose
that there are R regions of N ′ pixels, i.e. N = RN ′, and
R′ � R of these regions possess at least a pixel indicating
occupied. As the monitored area increases, the number of
regions R increases. Since R′ is expected to be bounded
above due to limited area occupied by a person, the required
number of floating point additions to form the occupancy
field , which is L′R′N ′, is also bounded above. On the
other hand, the traditional RTI also allows one to divide the
region into sub-regions, if the system matrix is calculated and
the image is constructed for each region separately. In other
words, as the monitored area increases, required number of
operations stays as LRN ′ floating point multiplications and
LRN ′ floating point additions. Therefore, the studied system
improves scalability of the RTI systems greatly.

The computational requirements are low due to simplicity of
the required mathematical operations. On the other hand, the
memory storage requirement is dictated by the weight matrix
W . If one wishes to store it as a dense double precision matrix,
it may consume significant amount of memory so that capacity
of a constraint wireless sensor node would quickly be reached.
This problem can be overcome by noting that the scale values
in Eq. (13) can be rewritten as

Sn,ij =


1∑

n 1n,ij

1∑
ij{1
/∑

n 1n,ij}
∆n,ij ≤ ∆t

0 otherwise

This equation implies that the complete weight matrix can
be constructed using only the indicator matrix 1, which is a
binary valued (and possibly sparse) matrix.

The results presented in the previous section for four dif-
ferent experiments with different test subjects and in different
environments allows us to conclude that the studied system
shown in Fig. 1b can be used for localization purposes.
Furthermore, the mentioned properties imply that the proposed
system is expected to improve the feasibility of RTI based DFL
systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an imaging based device-free localization
system aiming at reconstructing a spatial field of a person’s
presence is studied. Different than the available systems, the
received signal strength variations is modeled using single-
bounce reflections. The model is used for finding the decision
thresholds of link-wise interacting object presence detectors.
The detectors’ output are input to a back-projection based
reconstruction algorithm which uses pixel-wise occupancy
assignments for each link. The interacting object is localized
by finding the modes of the occupancy field. These methods
significantly lower computational complexity of the localiza-
tion effort, while using physically significant and repeatable
parameters. The system is easy to implement and detectors
can be distributed without data distribution management, while
enabling compressing the localization information. The system
is validated using four different measurement data. The results
suggests that the localization accuracy is comparable to accu-
racy of the available methods.

APPENDIX A
RECEIVED SIGNAL POWER MEASUREMENT NOISE

Let us assume that n̂(t) in Eq. (3) is a zero mean, complex
white Gaussian noise process with two sided power spectral
density of N0/2. Let us further assume that power is calculated
in digital domain using K samples. In this case, the received
signal power in Eq. (4) can be written as

Pr = (α2
1 + α2

2 + 2α1α2 cos(φ))Ps +
1

K

K∑
k=1

|n̂k|2, (19)

where the noise process is assumed to be mean ergodic
and independent of fading. The received signal power in
logarithmic scale in Eq. (4) can be written as

Pr = 10 log10(Pc) + n,

where Pc denotes all n̂k independent terms in Eq. (19). Thus,
the noise term is given by

n = 10log10

(
1 +

1

Pc

1

K

K∑
k=1

|n̂k|2
)
, (20)

Let us denote the sum by

SK =
1

K

K∑
k=1

|n̂k|2. (21)

Since |n̂k|2 is square sum of two independent zero-mean
Gaussian random variables with equal variance of σ2 within
bandwidth of the communication system, it is a (central) Chi-
Square random variable with two degrees of freedom [31,
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pp. 45-46], which is a Gamma random variable (∼ γ(ϑ, θ))
with shape parameters ϑ = 1 and scale parameter θ = 2σ2

[47, ch. 17]. Then, SK is also a Gamma random variable
SK ∼ γ(K, 2σ2/K), since it is the sum of K independent and
identically distributed unity shape parameter Gamma random
variables. Thus, the sum in Eq. (19) is a Gamma random
variable.

If the communication system is a direct sequence spread
spectrum type, the number of samples acquired to calculate
power measurement is expected to be very high. The distribu-
tion of n for this case is defined by the asymptotic distribution
of SK as K → ∞, which can be found using stochastic
convergence and limit theorems (see e.g. [48, sec. 8.4]). First,
note that strong law of large numbers implies that as K →∞
we have SK → E

{
|n̂k|2

}
= 2σ2 almost surely. Second, the

central limit theorem guarantees that distribution of the sum
term SK approaches to Gaussian ∼ N (2σ2, 4σ4/K). And
finally, due to Berry-Esseén theorem, the absolute point-wise
difference between CDF of SK/K (FSK (ρ)) and Gaussian
CDF (G(ρ)) satisfies [49]

|FSK (ρ)−G(ρ)| ≤
0.33554(µ3 + 0.415µ2

√
µ2)

µ2
√
µ2

√
K

, (22)

where µr denotes rth central moment of |n̂k|2 (for any k ∈
[1,K]). Since the non-central moments of a Gamma variate
γ(ϑ, θ) are given by [47, p. 339]

µ′r = θr
γ(ϑ+ r)

γ(ϑ)
, (23)

where γ(·) is the gamma function, and µ′r is the rth non-central
moment, it is a simple matter to show that the right hand side
of Eq. (22) is 0.8103291/

√
K. Therefore, for large K, SK is

almost deterministic, and the degree of uncertainty is Gaussian
distributed within confidence level specified by Eq. (22).

Let us define S̄K , SK/Pc for notational convenience
while investigating the asymptotic behavior of n defined in
Eq. (20). Since the total received signal power Pc is a
deterministic scalar, if SK is approximately Gaussian, S̄K also
approximates to Gaussian N (2σ2/Pc, 4σ

4/(KP2
c)). Accord-

ingly, noise n in Eq. (20) converges to

lim
K→∞

n = E{n} = 10 log10

(
1 +

2

P0/σ2
10−

ζ(∆)
10

)
, (24)

where we have used the monotonicity of log(·) function, and
diminishing variance, Pc = P010ζ(∆)/10, and P0/σ

2 is signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of the LoS signal. One consequence of
Eq. (24) is the impact of noise will diminish whenever the
SNR of the LoS signal is very high. Since for a specific radio
receiver σ2 is fixed and equal to noise floor, the SNR variation
is solely due to changes in received signal power, and for high
SNR conditions the RSS statistics are dictated by quantization
of the power measurements.

In case K is very large, an accurate statistical model
for RSS can be obtained by assuming Gaussian S̄K ∼
N (2σ2/Pc, 4σ

4/(KP2
c)), whose mean and variance both de-

pend on received signal power Pc. In this case, the distribution
of n can be found in closed form, and then the impact of quan-
tization should be analyzed statistically [50]. Consequently, the

quantized RSS follows the distribution of n whose moments
are modified according to Sheppard’s corrections [47, ch. 1].
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